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Topics
A path analysis with observed variables
Testing indirect effects with model indirect
Bootstrapped standard errors and cinterval
The same analysis with a binary dependent variable
(created with define cut)
• Different estimators in Mplus
• Changing the estimator to ml to obtain odds
ratios

•
•
•
•
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Byrne’s full path model

Part of Byrne’s path model
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Part of Byrne’s path model 2

Paths from role conflict to personal accomplishment 1
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Paths from role conflict to personal accomplishment 2

Paths from role conflict to personal accomplishment 3
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Model indirect (Chapter 17, p. 689)

Specification of the model
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What Mplus estimates

DVs
IVs

• The intercepts and residual variances
of the DVs (3 + 3)
• The path coefficients (6)
• NOT the means and variances of the IVs,
which are not part of the model
• NOT the covariance of the IVs, which we
haven’t specified, so are not part of the
model (although it is taken into account
in the estimation)
• There are three paths we could have estimated
(conflict -> complish, ambig -> exhaust and
ambig -> deperson) so we have three degrees
of freedom to work with:
12 free parameters and 3 df

What Mplus estimates 2

DVs
IVs
Covariance

• The intercepts and residual variances
of the DVs (3 + 3) CHECK
• The path coefficients (6) CHECK
• NOW the means and variances of the IVs,
which are NOW part of the model (2 + 2)
• NOW the covariance of the IVs, which we
HAVE specified, so they are now part of the
model (although it is taken into account (1)
• There are three paths we could have estimated
(conflict -> complish, ambig -> complish and
ambig -> deperson) so we have three degrees
of freedom to work with:
17 free parameters and 3 df
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Bootstrapping (Chapter 16, p. 620)

ML and Bootstrap Standard Errors
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ML and Bootstrap Standard Errors 2
A brief description
of the Delta method
is given at
http://www.stata.com/
support/faqs/statistics/
delta-method/
Sobel used the Delta
method to obtain
the variance estimates
of indirect effects

Logistic Regression
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Methods of Estimation
The estimates provided by SEM programs are derived from a process which minimises the discrepancy between
the observed variance-covariance matrix S and the variance-covariance matrix implied by the model, ∑. The
measure of the discrepancy is called the discrepancy function, F. The most commonly used in SEM is the
maximum likelihood discrepancy function.
Maximum Likelihood

F = log |∑| + tr(S∑-1) – log |S| - p
where |.| is the determinant* of a matrix, tr is the trace of a matrix (which is the sum of the
diagonal elements of the matrix), and p is the number of observed variables.
This equation is difficult to grasp, but at its heart is the difference between the observed and the estimated
variance-covariance matrices.
The solution achieved by minimising this function gives rise to parameter estimates and standard errors. Their
validity rests on the assumption that the distribution of the variables is multivariate normal.

Methods of Estimation 2
The Determinant of a Matrix
* Stevens (1992) says that “the determinant of a covariance matrix represents the generalized
variance for several variables. That is, it characterizes in a single number how much variance is present
on a set of variables” (p. 49-50).
He gives further information in Chapter 2 of his book Applied Multivariate Statistics for the Social Sciences
Second Edition. An example is given in section 1.2 of this document:
http://psy.mq.edu.au/psystat/documents/Multivariate.pdf
The example shows that if variables are correlated, the determinant will be lower than if the variables
are not correlated.
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Methods of Estimation 3
Least Squares
There are a number of discrepancy functions based on least squares, which is familiar because of its use
In OLS regression. The most unvarnished, and easiest to understand, version is unweighted least squares (ULS):

F = 1/2tr[(S - ∑)2]
Our main interest is the version of the least squares discrepancy function used by Mplus to deal effectively
with categorical variables. This derives from a general formulation of the discrepancy function due to Browne
(1982, 1984):

F = (s – σ)’ W-1 (s – σ)
s and σ are vectors containing non-redundant elements of S and ∑ and W is a weight matrix, giving rise to the
name weighted least squares (WLS).
As can be seen, contents of the weight matrix have an important effect on what is minimised.

Methods of Estimation 4
In Browne’s formulation, the weight matrix is based on estimates of the covariances of all the elements in S.
These “higher-order” covariances are used because they correct for departures from normality. While
this approach (asymptotically distribution-free, ADF) has the potential of dealing with non-normal data,
it was found that very large samples are needed to provide satisfactory results.
While the ADF method is impractical for many purposes, it led to methods for dealing with categorical outcomes
in SEM, which are not handled well by the ML discrepancy function.
An important element in these methods is the use of tetrachoric, polychoric and polyserial correlations among
the categorical variables. These correlations deal with associations between binary variables (tetrachoric),
variables with two or more categories (polychoric) and between categorical and numeric variables (polyserial).
Among other things, they provide a means of dealing with variables, such as ratings on four- or five-point scales,
which we might otherwise be tempted to treat as if they were continuous numeric variables**.
Polychoric and related correlations are based on the assumption that binary or ordinal categorical variables
have a normally-distributed continuous variable underlying them, and the categories are produced by
cut-points on the continuous variable. The correlations estimate the correlation between the underlying
continuous variables, so correcting for the attenuation due to the categorisation of the observed variables.
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Methods of Estimation 5
Byrne (Pp 126-133) has a good discussion of the effects of categorisation of estimates of correlation.
We’re now sidling up to the method used by Mplus for categorical variables in our example.
Analyses of categorical data carried out with the polychoric (or tetrachoric or polyserial) correlations
as the measures of association which are used as the basis for the weight matrix in a least-squares analysis
have been found to work fairly well, but become cumbersome with larger number of variables.
Enter Bengt Muthén who, with his wife, Linda, is the originator of Mplus: he suggested a modification which
is known as diagonally-weighted least squares (DWLS). This is computationally faster because only the variances
of the elements of the variance-covariance matrix are used in the weight matrix. Used in conjunction with
what are known as robust (‘sandwich’) estimators***, this form of estimation has been found to produce good
results with categorical variables and smaller samples. In Mplus, this method is referred to as WLSM or WLSMV
WLSMV – weighted least square parameter estimates using a diagonal weight matrix with standard errors and
mean- and variance adjusted chi-square test statistic that use a full weight matrix . As we saw, it was used by
default in the path analysis which had a binary outcome.

Methods of Estimation 6
Sources and Further Reading
Byrne, Pp 126-133
http://www.upa.pdx.edu/IOA/newsom/semclass/ho_estimate.pdf
http://www2.gsu.edu/~mkteer/discrep.html
Lisrel 8: User’s Reference Guide
** Greer, T., Dunlap, W. P., & Beatty, G. O. (2003). A monte-carlo evaluation of the tetrachoric
correlation coefficient, Educational & Psychological Measurement, 63, 931-950.
*** One of the best descriptions of the heteroscedasticity-robust variance estimator, and the cluster
estimate derived from it, is given on the Stata website:
http://www.stata.com/support/faqs/statistics/standard-errors-and-vce-cluster-option/
https://www.stat.tamu.edu/~carroll/ftp/sandwich.pdf provides a critical account of the robust
sandwich estimator
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Methods of Estimation 7

Methods of Estimation 8
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Indirect effects and mediation
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